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Daniel L B

on
04/05/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent Turkish made 1911 pistol. Tisas is a well made gun. An accurate & reliable weapon. 











Robert L

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










NICE TISAS Classic 1911-A1 45ACP 5" TWO-TONE GUN 











Byron S

on
09/07/2019




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Very nice looking 1911 for the price. Shot it a few times and sold it to buy a Smith and Wesson 1911. No problems with the TISAS operation or looks, I want to "Buy American" whenever I can. #MAGA 











Walentin K

on
08/22/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this 1911 45ACP. Been shooting steel ammo through it with a single problem. I updated the grips to fit my hand and it shoots perfectly... 











Gregory B

on
05/14/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thank you Bud's for the lay-a-way program, this was my fourth purchase using this option and won't be my last. The gun exceeds my expectations for a $400 gun, tight, accurate and well built. Only 300 rounds through it but all without a hiccup, just a real pleasure to shoot. I've installed a Pachmayr silvertone wood/rubber grip and it looks great now and handles even better with less bite because of the better purchase. Hoping Bud's gets more Tisas 1911's in because I want another one. 











Bruce N

on
05/27/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had this pistol for several months now. I probably have 500 to 600 rounds through it. It has functioned flawless. It is accurate and there were no problem with FTF or FTE. The fit and finish is great, tight with a solid lockup. The only change I will make is to put in a lighter recoil spring. It is a great gun at a great price. 











David S

on
03/16/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This 1911 is everything I hoped it would be and then some. I have only taken it to the range one time since I purchased it and fired 150 rounds through it with no problems what so ever. This pistol hits right where I aim it and is a very well made firearm and I love the two tone finish. I was thinking about buying the Stainless Steel version but for the price difference I will probably hold off for a while. I have other 1911's that cost me over twice the price of this one and this Tisas will hold its own against even my Colt Gold Cup. The only thing I would charge on this one is the sites and if there were adjustable that would be even better. Even with the fixed sites this gun is spot on at the 50 feet range I was shooting it from. You can spend twice as much and still not get a pistol as nice as this Tisas Classic. The service from Buds Gun shop was first class and shipped my pistol in a timely manner, I will by additional guns from Bud's in the future. 











Jerry B

on
12/02/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Very nice gun but is very hard to work the slide. It will probably loosen up in time but as for now it is very tight. Well made product. 











Jason M

on
09/15/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first purchase from Bud's and things couldn't have gone more smoothly from the ordering process til it arrived at my FFL 4 days later. The gun itself is very well-built and looks really nice. After cleaning and re-oiling it took it to the range and it performed flawlessly and i was very surprised at how accurate it was. Very good deal and i would very much recommend it if you are looking to purchase a 1911 without spending a fortune. 











Myles G

on
09/01/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Good project gun, but as it is it leaves much to be desired. The hammer spring and other springs seem lousy but Turks aren't very good at making springs apparently. Easy fix, a full set of replacement springs is only $15. Also the grip and frame safeties are rough and in the case of the grip safety especially, incredibly uncomfortable. That being said the internal machining and accuracy looks excellent. At $444 you can't expect a Wilson combat level gun and I bought this with the intention of building it up into a better gun. 











Chris C

on
06/15/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










just received a "two-tone" 1911 a1 and am completely impressed so far. gun needed new grip put a houge on it, darkened front sight with a paint marker, and after a day at range could us a beavertail due to wear on web of your hand. no failures of any sort thru 100 rounds using cheapy mags with handloads. accuracy is well above price point and is just a great gun that is a blast to shot. read reviews about heavy slide and bad triggers, not on mine, both were good but not perfect. I bought this as just a cheap range 1911 to play with and am completely impressed and would be happy with it if was $2-300 more than I payed for it so I think its a steal!!! buy one, hell buy 2 at this price.... 











Jim G

on
04/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Today I took the Tisas 1911 A1 out for it's first range day and I have to say right up front I was very impressed. Although I have only owned 1911s for just over a year this was a shocker. I own an Ed Brown and a STI and while this gun doesn't have the feel or cosmetic appeal of those 2 it will shoot every bit as good. 150 rounds without any FTFs. Used several types of ammo and different mag manufacturers and the gun performed flawless. I really don't like the sights but my eyes aren't the best anymore. But the Tisas was as accurate as any pistol I have shot so I am afraid to change them. I have shot Glocks, XDs, Rugers, S&W revolvers and none where as accurate on their first range day and most never are as accurate.It seems to be built okay but I am no expert, it may have been a bit tight and not as smooth as my other 2 mentioned above but for the money it is a big thumbs up.....If it holds up this was the best $400 I have ever spent on a gun. 











George D

on
01/28/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This 1911 is awesome, It is a quality piece at a bargain price. I saved so much I was able to buy two 1911's. If you buy one, you won't be disappointed! I just wish it had better sights than the old GI style sights, but I can't fault the gun for that. 











William L

on
01/14/2014




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Nice Gun but you need to be king kong to rack it 











Alex L

on
09/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the best looking well manufactured firearm i have ever owned. I have owned Sigs, Glocks, Berettas, and Smith & Wesson's M&Ps. Not only is it quality, it's one of the cheapest pistols I have ever purchased. I'm very happy with my purchase. 











Jesse B

on
08/22/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was amazed at how accurate this gun is. Great gun. Not to expensive. I have shot over 500 round with no ftf or fte. GREAT GUN!!! 











Matt O

on
06/26/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I really like this pistol. I had no accuracy issues with the GI sights. I prefer a 3 dot system, and I will probably change them later. It shot accurately and flawlessly through about 250 rounds in the first day I took it out. The only problem I had, and I don't blame the gun, was around the 200 round count, I had two separate instances of the slide not going into battery with a new full magazine. Whether I manually manipulated the slide back, or dropped the slide-stop, it got stuck. A simple hand-slam on the back of slide would push it into battery. Never did I get a FTF while in the middle of emptying a magazine. Again this only happened twice. Basically, the first round was getting stuck on the dirty ramp into the barrel. I actually blame myself. When I received it, I did not field strip it to clean it and apply fresh oil. It was already pretty oily. So, with 200 rounds of Federal bulk and WWB ball ammo, it got pretty dirty. Still, it ran like a champ! Also, its a very pretty gun. The stainless slide is very pretty in person. I have had zero wear issues with the finish. The only thing that I didn't like, and this can be remedied, is I kept having the web of my hand by my thumb get bitten by either the hammer, or this rough groove where the grip safety connects to the frame. I had to change my grip a few times because when it would bite, it would make shooting uncomfortable. I honestly believe changing the hammer to a delta hammer and putting in a beaver-tail grip safety will eliminate the problem. The rest of the gun I will most likely leave stock. I'll eventually change the wood grips too. They are ok, but they don't suck either. Even with that, I still really like the gun. Its not the tightest 1911 I've shot. Don't get discouraged it you waive the gun in your hand and you hear a slight (very slight) rattle. Its a 429.00 gun. Not an 800-1000 Springfield. With that, It was not affecting my accuracy at all. I demolished the bull's eye at 10 yards with this gun. If you are on a budget and want a solid starter 1911, and a beautiful two tone, grab this gun. I have no regrets about this 1911. 











Adam R

on
06/14/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










got this from my preferred dealer last week, went home and put two mags through it, a lil stiff and tight but shoots smooth and accurate. I'm very happy with this pistol now I just need to get a better holster so I can carry it on me easier. 











Terry A

on
05/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Another great deal and excellent delivery of a weapon purchased from Buds. My 1911 .45 arrived in excellent condition and included a basic but not cheap plastic carry case. Can't wait to get out and shoot. Slide is kind of stiff but I'm sure it will ease up once I put a few rounds through it. 











Brian G

on
05/19/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ridiculously great 1911 for the price. 











Wayne C

on
05/17/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










i just recived my 1911 a1 am very happy with it very nice pistol for the money keep up the good work wayne curry 5-17-2013 











Jerry B

on
05/14/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had my TISAS 1911-A1 for a few weeks now, and ran about 100 rounds thru it, from the cheap stuff (funny isn't it?.... I should say, from the less precision manufactured ammo) to the "good" stuff, you use in your carry weapon. It seems to want to shoot a bit to the right (couldn't possibly be me....noooo) but that should be correctable. The sights could be better, but for the price, it is one very well made pistol. A true bargain for what you get. No regrets. Solid. Period. 











Kawson B

on
05/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome weapon, amazing accuracy, I was aiming a bit low contemplating recoil but there was no need, this thing was dead on, where ever you put those sights is where it hits, put 50 rounds through it, one fail to fire( think it was my fault) , Everyone knows Bud's prices and service is unbeatable, I refuse to shop anywhere else unless I can't find what I' want here 











George W

on
04/12/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased the 2-tone Tisas Zig 1911, I cleaned off the factory oils, Polished the ramp, replaced the wood grips with rubber, placed a strip of the 3M non-skid ladder tape on the front strap, and lubed the proper areas with gun lube. This baby is tight, just as tight as a Remington or Kimber. I need to mod the 5 lbs trigger pull to maybe 3.5 and upgrade the sights, but still come out with as good a 1911 name-brand model for a whole lot less $$$. I haven't taken it to the range yet but if it shoots as good as my CZ 75B, then I'll be Whistling Dixie. Just wish that ammo was more available. Bud's Gun Shop was quick to ship as soon as they received them from Turkey. Everyone I talked to at Bud's was very helpful and friendly. I will continue to shop here often. 











Joe P

on
04/10/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just picked the 1911 up havent fied it yet but I can ssatay shipping was very fast and the gun looks great, everyone in the lgs was very impressed with fit, finish and overall appearance. The folks at the Shootin' Shop were terrific as well. Great value for a 1911! Overall a satisfactory buying experience, thanks Buds! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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